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Sunday, September 28
Hurricane Kyle was threatening Maine and the Canadian

maritimes, not New York. But it delayed my flight all the
same, since it blocked the usual route from JFK to Europe. I
was hoping to see Ranger fans headed to the Victoria Cup
games on my Swissair flight, but there was no one in evi-
dence. I was unable to get any rest on the eastbound red-eye,
which wasn’t even scheduled to arrive in Zurich until midnight
New York time.
Monday, September 29

Though it was morning in Zurich, I was ready to go to
sleep. But instead, I had to get a train to Bern. After a brief
struggle to figure out how to buy a ticket from an automated
machine with nine minutes to spare before the next departure,
I boarded the speedy, smooth double-decker train and spent the
next 90 minutes looking out of the window.

Once in Bern, I had just enough time to check in to my
hotel, strategically chosen right outside the main rail station,
and haul myself out to the arena for the Rangers’ open prac-
tice. I boarded the number 9 tram and took it to its terminus,
per the instructions of the hotel clerk, but when I arrived, I
thought he had misled me, as there was no arena in sight, just
a massive construction site.

But that was it — with five cranes towering dangerously
overhead in a way that would bring down the wrath of New
York’s media and government, Bern’s arena is in the midst of
extensive renovations. The interior is mostly complete, with
6,000 or so seats and a standing room area occupying up half
the upper deck that holds 11,000.

Within the cozy confines of the rinkside media section, I
quickly found the only two other reporters I already knew —
Dan Rosen of NHL.com, an occasional Blueshirt Bulletin con-
tributor, and Dan David, one of the primary writers for the
Rangers’ web site.

With fifty or so fans on hand for the open practice, the
Rangers hit the ice, the eight defensemen wearing white, nine
of the forwards wearing blue, and nine others in white. They
proceeded through their usual practice routine — stretches,
individual drills, one-on-one, two-on-one, three-on-two, and so
forth, until they finished up with five-on-five work.

The pace was fast — SC Bern players, having just complet-
ed their own practice session, watched through the glass, some
of them in obvious awe. Among them was Phillip Furrer, a
Swiss native who was drafted by the Rangers in 2002 and
came over to North America for one rookie camp but was left
unsigned.

There was still a bit of time left over, so they did a shootout-
sprint drill. One player was chosen to take a penalty shot. If he
scored, the players along the near boards did wind sprints
across the ice and back. If he missed, the players along the
opposite boards had to do the sprints. A lot of hooting and hol-

lering ensued depending on which group had to sprint.
We went down to the locker room after practice to talk to

the players. I met Joe Micheletti there, in town to call the
game for MSG. I asked Nigel Dawes about how he was accli-
mating to the time difference and altitude (Bern is a mile-high
city, like Denver). Dan Fritsche spoke of his family’s Swiss
heritage. Lundqvist was besieged by the Swedish media, Petr
Prucha by Czech reporters. Scott Gomez came into the room
and told all players present of the team’s evening dinner plans,
reminding them to wear ties. That led Brandon Dubinsky and
Aaron Voros to speculate whether Bern’s nightlife was compa-
rable to New York’s, especially on a Monday night.

The two head coaches, Tom Renney and former NHL
defenseman John Van Boxmeer, then held their press confer-
ence, most of which was directed at Renney. One European
reporter asked whether the Rangers, like the arena, were still in
the process of renovation. “Our team is pretty much com-
plete,” Renney said. “What we need to do now is complete our
team game.”

Another reporter asked whether the Rangers planned to
bodycheck the Swiss boys into submission. Renney waxed
poetic about the physical aspect of ice hockey. I asked a ques-
tion that was of no interest to anyone else in the room but
which was of burning to interest to fans back home — were
the unusual line combinations used in practice the ones we
would see the following night? Pretty much.

The press conference complete, I returned to my hotel room
ready to make up for a lost night of sleep. But first I had to
post an online report for readers waiting to hear what the line
combinations were. On my way in, I ran into two Ranger fans
who were in a room down the hall from me who have sub-
scribed to Blueshirt Bulletin since its inception back in 1992.

I crashed at 9:00 PM local time.
Tuesday, September 30

I woke up twelve hours later but was still exhausted.
Despite sleeping soundly, my body clock revolted nevertheless
at being woken up at 3:00 AM Eastern time. Still, I trammed
back out to the arena for the Rangers’ game-day skate, shorter
and not as strenuous as the prior day’s practice, what with a
game to play later on.

With no access to the locker room and the coaches’ press
conference canceled, I posted an online update and headed
back into town to have a look around. The Swiss capital, a
small city of less than 200,000 people, has remained largely
unchanged (at least architecturally in the central city) since
medieval days. Most Swiss cities are on lakes, but Bern is on a
river — or more precisely, on a steep hill overlooking a river.

Bern means “bears” is German, and not only are bears the
city’s mascot and logo, but there is a bear bit with live bears.
The old town is marked by a clock towers and church steeples,
sculptured fountains, and window boxes full of flowers, some

of the latter enhanced by sculpted figures hanging off building
facades. Most of the figures and fountains are normal, but a
couple are macabre — one of an ogre eating a baby, another of
an armored bear.

I finished my mini-tour of the old city just in time to get
ready for the trip back out to the arena for the game. Along the
way, I spotted a gas station selling gasoline for about $7.00 a
gallon. Given the extensive tram and bus network and the
plethora of bicycles, there wasn’t much demand for the expen-
sive gas — and therefore little traffic and plentiful parking.

The crowd was already gathering outside the arena, awaiting
the opening of the gates. Plenty of Ranger jerseys were evi-
dent. I spoke to one group that consisted of a fan from the
Bronx who was with two local Berners rooting for the Rangers
(for today only). I spoke to another fan from England who
already knew about me, being a Blueshirt Bulletin subscriber.

Inside, the standing room area was already full, even before
the start of warm-ups, the fans crammed in shoulder to shoul-
der, chanting, singing, and beating drums. They kept it up
through the entire game, even after their team fell behind by a
large margin.

During warm-ups, one of the fans I met at my hotel came
over. As we talked, cameramen quietly came up behind him
and photographed or filmed his autographed Wayne Gretzky
Ranger white.

The game ensued, with the Rangers dominating the first
period, taking a 2-0 lead on a pair of power play goals. The
shots were 12-3. Bern took advantage of some Ranger over-
confidence and sloppiness to play them evenly in the scoreless
second period, the shots 14-12 for the Rangers.

An early third period goal by Bern after three great saves by
Steve Valiquette threw a scare into the Rangers, the score now
a close 2-1. But the quickly added another pair of power play
goals and then broke the will of the host team as they broke
the game open for six goals and an 8-1 win. The shots were
22-9 in the final stanza.

The post-game interviews were too tightly controlled for me
to get interviews with anyone other than Chris Drury and
Dubinsky, the latter the star of the game with two highlight
reel goals. The press conference with Renney and Van
Boxmeer were more fruitful, with Renney admitting that his
team needed a bit of a pep talk during the second intermission.

After posting my report online, I met two Swiss reporters,
brothers who write for the nation’s leading broadsheet, who
confessed to having followed the Rangers for the past four
years via BlueshirtBulletin.com — the lively and detailed dis-
cussion that followed confirmed that they were indeed well-
versed even in obscure matters such as the Rangers’ legal bat-
tle with the NHL.

It was already approaching midnight by the time I returned
to my hotel hoping to get another good night’s sleep.

By Dubi Silverstein, Blueshirt Bulletin
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